Barkerville Gold Mines Ltd.
3700 Ski Hill Road
Wells, B.C.
Canada V0K 2R0

Mine Engineer-in-Training (EIT)
About the Site:
•

•
•
•
•

BGM’s gold development project owned by Osisko Development is located near the town
of Wells, British Columbia.
Wells has a population of about 250 residents and has a long history of gold mining and
exploration dating back to the 1800s.
The tourist attraction of Barkerville Historic Site is a 10-minute drive away.
Wells has year-round convenience stores and restaurants, and local eateries in the
summer months.
A ski hill is located 20 minutes from Wells

Primary Focus
Reporting to the Chief Mine Engineer, Mine EIT will apply their engineering knowledge gained
from prior fundamental engineering training and work experience to contribute to the process
of engineering from conceptual designs to mine plans. The role will alternate between office
and site environments to expose the incumbent to the many facets of the mining industry.

Main Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be a leader for the safe and sustainable development of the Bonanza Ledge Mine and Cow
Bulk Sample.
Carry out technical tasks requiring accuracy in calculations, completeness of data, drawings
and adherence to prescribed methods (drill letters, blast letters, driving layouts etc);
Prepare plans, designs and calculations based on specifications provided;
Assist in the development of project schedules, scopes of work, execution plans, budgets,
and other project management related documents;
Assist with conducting field work and coordination of mining activities such as surveying,
QAQC inspections for drilling and blasting etc;
Report to various project stakeholders regarding safety, quality, schedule, and budget;
Monitor and evaluate underground performance;
Create mining plans and designs using Promine and Deswik;
Other duties as assigned.
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More Information about the position:
•
•
•
•

14 days on and 14 days off
Option to relocate to Wells or Quesnel with a 5 days on and 2 days off or 4 days on and 3
days off schedule.
Shift meal is provided at our camp facility
Successful and hardworking candidates may be considered for other positions within the
Exploration, or Mine Operations departments as the project evolves

Training / Experience / Certification
•
•
•

Hold a University degree in Mining Engineering;
Member of the Professional Engineers and geoscientists of BC (or eligible to be);
Underground experience is an asset;

Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership;
Team Work;
Confidence;
Resourceful;
Strong technical skills;
Problem solving and analytical skills;
Independence and ability to work unsupervised;
Total commitment to health and safety;
Reliable, punctual, trustworthy, and motivated
Ability to work under pressure to meet tight deadlines and adapt to change
Physically fit and capable of lifting and carrying 50 lbs repeatedly throughout shift
Clean criminal record
Candidates must be eligible to work in Canada

Please submit your resume to jobs@barkervillegold.com

